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Attentional Selection of Feature Conjunctions Is
Accomplished by Parallel and Independent Selection of
Single Features
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Experiments that study feature-based attention have often examined situations in which selection is based on a single feature (e.g., the
color red). However, in more complex situations relevant stimuli may not be set apart from other stimuli by a single defining property but
by a specific combination of features. Here, we examined sustained attentional selection of stimuli defined by conjunctions of color and
orientation. Human observers attended to one out of four concurrently presented superimposed fields of randomly moving horizontal or
vertical bars of red or blue color to detect brief intervals of coherent motion. Selective stimulus processing in early visual cortex was
assessed by recordings of steady-state visual evoked potentials (SSVEPs) elicited by each of the flickering fields of stimuli. We directly
contrasted attentional selection of single features and feature conjunctions and found that SSVEP amplitudes on conditions in which
selection was based on a single feature only (color or orientation) exactly predicted the magnitude of attentional enhancement of SSVEPs
when attending to a conjunction of both features. Furthermore, enhanced SSVEP amplitudes elicited by attended stimuli were accom-
panied by equivalent reductions of SSVEP amplitudes elicited by unattended stimuli in all cases. We conclude that attentional selection
of a feature-conjunction stimulus is accomplished by the parallel and independent facilitation of its constituent feature dimensions in
early visual cortex.
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Introduction
Selective attention allocates processing resources toward relevant
stimuli, allowing for adaptive behavior despite a potential over-
load of sensory information. The fundamental limitation of

processing resources in retinotopic visual cortex is taken into
account by the biased competition model (Desimone and Dun-
can, 1995; Duncan et al., 1997) and more recent normalization
models of attention (Lee and Maunsell, 2009; Reynolds and
Heeger, 2009). According to these proposals, stimuli falling into
shared receptive fields compete for neuronal representation. This
competition is particularly intense when feature-based attention
is used to select one of multiple spatially overlapping stimuli
(Andersen et al., 2012).

It is less clear whether the top-down attentional control sys-
tem that modulates visual processing operates with its own ca-
pacity limitation. If this were the case, the effectiveness of
attentional selection might decrease in situations where multiple
features had to be selected concurrently, as these selections would
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Significance Statement

The ability to perceive the world is limited by the brain’s processing capacity. Attention affords adaptive behavior by selectively
prioritizing processing of relevant stimuli based on their features (location, color, orientation, etc.). We found that attentional
mechanisms for selection of different features belonging to the same object operate independently and in parallel: concurrent
attentional selection of two stimulus features is simply the sum of attending to each of those features separately. This result is key
to understanding attentional selection in complex (natural) scenes, where relevant stimuli are likely to be defined by a combina-
tion of stimulus features.
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have to share the same putative limited resource. For example,
color selection would be less effective when selection is also based
on another feature as opposed to when selection is based on color
alone. Whereas previous studies have examined the neural cor-
relates of attention to single features (Saenz et al., 2002; Andersen
et al., 2012) and to conjunctions of features (Anllo-Vento and
Hillyard, 1996; Treue and Martínez-Trujillo, 1999; Anllo-Vento
et al., 2004; Lu and Itti, 2005; Andersen et al., 2008, 2011a;
Hayden and Gallant, 2009), none has directly compared the
effectiveness of selection based on a single feature with selec-
tion based on the conjunction of that same feature when con-
joined with another.

The present study contrasted conditions in which participants
attended to a stimulus defined by a single feature (color OR ori-
entation) with conditions in which they attended to stimuli de-
fined by a feature conjunction (color AND orientation).
Participants were presented with four completely overlapping
fields of randomly moving bars (Fig. 1). On each trial, they were
cued to attend to a subset of the bars defined by either a single
feature (red, blue, horizontal, or vertical) or by a feature conjunc-
tion (red horizontal, red vertical, blue horizontal, or blue verti-
cal). Frequency-tagged steady-state visual evoked potentials
(SSVEPs) elicited in early visual-cortical areas were recorded
to concurrently assess the allocation of attention to each of the
four superimposed fields of bars (Di Russo et al., 2002; Ander-

sen et al., 2011b). If attentional selection
of feature conjunctions is achieved
through parallel and independent facil-
itation of the constituent features
(Anllo-Vento et al., 2004; Andersen et
al., 2008), then the attentional modula-
tion of SSVEP amplitudes for feature
conjunctions would be exactly the sum
of the attentional modulations of the
SSVEPs to the individual single features.
If, however, attentional selection of dif-
ferent feature dimensions relies on
shared resources of top-down atten-
tional control, then attentional selec-
tion of feature conjunctions could result
in amplitude modulations that are less
than the sum of those when the individ-
ual features are attended separately.

Materials and Methods
Subjects. Fifteen subjects (10 female, 14 right-
handed, ages 20 –55, average 30.8 years) with
normal color vision and normal or corrected-
to-normal visual acuity participated in the ex-
periment after giving informed consent. All
subjects were included in the analysis of elec-
trophysiological data. Behavioral data from
one subject was lost because of technical failure
and was thus not included in the analysis.

Stimulus material and procedure. Four com-
pletely overlapping fields of randomly and in-
dependently moving horizontal and vertical
bars of red and blue color were presented cen-
trally together with a fixation cross (Fig. 1A).
Each of the four fields of 75 bars flickered at an
individual frequency (blue horizontal � 8.0 Hz,
red vertical � 10.0 Hz, red horizontal � 12.0 Hz,
blue vertical � 15.0 Hz) synchronized to the
screen’s refresh rate of 120 Hz. This frequency
tagging enabled SSVEPs to be recorded separately

and concurrently to each of the four types of stimuli. The SSVEP is a contin-
uous oscillatory response of the visual cortex with the same frequency as the
driving stimulus and whose amplitude is enhanced by attention (Morgan et
al., 1996; Di Russo et al., 2002; Andersen et al., 2011b).

Stimulation was presented on a 19” computer monitor set to a resolu-
tion of 640 � 480 pixels and 32 bits per pixel color mode. Isoluminance
of bars and gray background (9.3 cd/m 2) was adjusted for each subject by
heterochromatic flicker photometry before EEG recordings. At a viewing
distance of 80 cm, the fields of bars were contained within a circle with a
diameter of 12.94° of visual angle and single bars had a size correspond-
ing to 0.61 � 0.16° and moved in a random direction 0.051° per frame of
screen refresh. Bars moving over the edge of the circular field reappeared
on the opposite side. This geometric layout of stimuli was identical to the
one used in our previous study (Andersen et al., 2008). To prevent sys-
tematic overlapping of bars, which might induce a depth cue, all bars
were drawn in random order. Stimulation was realized using Cogent
Graphics (John Romaya, Laboratory of Neurobiology, Wellcome De-
partment of Imaging Neuroscience).

Each trial began with the presentation of one of eight cues at fixation
that instructed participants which stimuli (defined either by a single
feature or a feature conjunction) to attend to on that trial (Fig. 1B). After
a randomly chosen interval of 750 –1250 ms the cue was removed and the
flickering and moving random bar stimuli were presented for 15 s fol-
lowed by an intertrial interval of 2200 ms during which only the gray
background was presented.

Attention to the assigned field of flickering bars was assessed behav-
iorally by a target-detection task. During brief intervals (500 ms), the bars

Figure 1. A, Stimulus display and schematic illustration of assignment of flicker frequencies to stimuli. All bars were in constant
random incoherent motion and each of the four fields of bars flickered at a specific frequency: blue horizontal 8.0 Hz, red vertical
10.0 Hz, red horizontal 12.0 Hz, blue vertical 15.0 Hz. B, Illustration of experimental conditions and corresponding attentional cues.
In conjunction-selection conditions, participants were instructed to only respond to brief coherent motion intervals of the cued bars
(targets) while ignoring corresponding coherent motions of the three other types of bars (distractors). For example, if “blue
horizontal” was cued, only coherent motion of blue horizontal bars were targets while coherent motion of blue vertical, red
horizontal, and red vertical bars were distractors. In the single feature-selection conditions, participants were instructed to respond
to coherent motion of either of the two types of bars with the cued feature value (targets) while ignoring coherent motion of the
two other types of bars (distractors). For example, if “blue” was cued, coherent motions of blue horizontal or blue vertical bars were
targets while coherent motions of red horizontal or red vertical bars were distractors.
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of one type (color and orientation) could move in one of the four cardi-
nal directions with 70% coherence. Beginning at 400 ms after stimulus
onset, between two and eight such coherent motion events occurred
randomly within each 15 s trial, and their onsets were separated by at least
700 ms. Participants were instructed to press a button whenever they
detected a coherent motion of the attended bars (target) while ignoring
corresponding motions of the unattended bars (distractors). Detection
responses occurring within an interval from 300 to 1000 ms after the
onset of a target or distractor were counted as hits or false alarms, respec-
tively. The responding hand was changed half way through each record-
ing session.

Twenty-four trials were presented for each of the eight attentional
conditions resulting in a total of 192 trials for the entire experiment.
These were presented in random order, and every 24 trials there was a
short break with feedback provided to the subject about his or her behav-
ioral performance. In each of the eight attentional conditions, a total of
100 coherent motion intervals were presented (i.e., 25 per stimulus).
Accordingly, in the conjunction-selection conditions, 25 of those coher-
ent motion events were targets and 75 were distractors. In the feature-
selection conditions, 50 of those events were targets and 50 were
distractors. Before recordings, subjects performed a training session of
three or more blocks of 12 trials each until stable target-detection perfor-
mance was reached. During training, correct and incorrect target-
detection responses were indicated by immediate auditory feedback
(hits: high beep; false alarms and misses: low beep). This feedback was
not given during the main experiment.

EEG recordings and analysis. Brain electrical activity was recorded non-
invasively at a sampling rate of 256 Hz from 64 Ag/AgCl electrodes
mounted in an elastic cap using an ActiveTwo amplifier system (Bio-
Semi). Lateral eye movements were monitored with a bipolar outer can-
thus montage (horizontal EOG). Vertical eye movements and blinks
were monitored with a bipolar montage positioned below and above the
right eye. Throughout experimental and training blocks, the experi-
menter monitored the HEOG and VEOG channels on-line and reminded
the participant to maintain fixation after each block, if necessary. Pro-
cessing of EEG data was performed using the EEGLab toolbox (Delorme
and Makeig, 2004) in combination with custom-written analysis rou-
tines in MATLAB (The MathWorks).

Fifteen successive 1 s epochs were extracted from each 15 s stimulus
train. The first epoch in each trial was discarded to exclude the VEP to
stimulus onset and to allow the SSVEP sufficient time to build up. To
ensure that the analyzed data were not contaminated by activity related
to coherent motion or manual responses, all epochs with target onsets or
distractor onsets occurring either within the epoch or later than 200 ms
after onset of the previous epoch were also discarded. The remaining 200
1 s epochs per condition were detrended (removal of mean and linear
trends) and epochs with eye movements or blinks were rejected from
further analysis. All remaining artifacts were corrected or rejected by an
automated procedure using a combination of trial exclusion and channel
approximation based on statistical parameters of the data (Junghöfer et
al., 2000). This led to an average rejection rate of 12.5% of all epochs,
which did not differ between conditions. Subsequently, all epochs were
re-referenced to average reference and averaged for each of the eight
experimental conditions separately.

SSVEP amplitudes for each electrode and frequency were quantified as
the absolutes of the complex Fourier coefficients at the four stimulation
frequencies. Isocontour voltage maps of SSVEP amplitudes averaged
over all eight attentional conditions (Fig. 3A) showed a narrow peak over
occipital electrodes. Accordingly, a cluster of five electrodes centered on
Oz was chosen for statistical analysis. The amplitude spectrum of this
electrode cluster (Fig. 3 B, C) showed a strong concentration of signal
power at the four stimulation frequencies. As in previous similar studies
(Andersen et al., 2008, 2011a, 2013), SSVEP amplitudes showed equiva-
lent attention effects for the different frequencies. To make SSVEPs com-
parable across frequencies, SSVEP amplitudes were normalized to a
mean of 1.0 for each frequency and subject by dividing amplitudes by the
mean over all conditions (Andersen et al., 2011a). For each stimulus (i.e.,
frequency), conditions were labeled according to the attentional status of
the driving stimulus. For conjunction selection, these labels were as fol-

lows: color and orientation attended (C�O�); color attended, orienta-
tion unattended (C�O�); color unattended, orientation attended
(C�O�); color and orientation unattended (C�O�). For single feature
selection the labels were as follows: color attended (C�), color unattended
(C�), orientation attended (O�), orientation unattended (O�). Subse-
quently, SSVEP amplitudes were collapsed over the four frequencies (i.e.,
stimuli) for each of the eight above-defined attentional conditions.

Statistical analysis. Behavioral responses to coherent motion targets
were compared between conjunction targets and single feature targets
defined by color or orientation by a one-way repeated-measures ANOVA
with the factor target type (C�O�, C�, O�) for hit rates and reaction
times separately. False alarm rates to distractors were tested by a one-way
repeated-measures ANOVA with the factor distractor type (C�O�,
C�O�, C�O�, O�, C�). In both cases, Greenhouse–Geisser correc-
tion for nonsphericity was used. Pairwise comparisons between the indi-
vidual levels of target type or distractor type were tested by two-tailed
paired t tests using Bonferroni correction for multiple comparisons.

To examine attentional modulation of stimulus processing, normal-
ized SSVEP amplitudes were first tested separately for conjunction and
feature-selection conditions and subsequently tested directly against
each other. Conjunction-selection conditions (C�O�, C�O�,
C�O�, C�O�) were subjected to a 2 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA
with the factors attention to color (attended, unattended) and attention
to orientation (attended, unattended). To assess whether attention to
color or attention to orientation modulated normalized SSVEP ampli-
tudes more strongly, the C�O� and C�O� conditions were directly
compared by a two-tailed paired t test. Single feature-selection condi-
tions (C�, C�, O�, O�) were also tested by a 2 � 2 repeated-measures
ANOVA with the factors attention (attended, unattended) and feature
dimension (color, orientation).

To directly compare conjunction and single feature selection, we
tested whether SSVEP amplitudes in the single feature-selection condi-
tions could be predicted from SSVEP amplitudes in the conjunction-
selection conditions (and vice versa). For example, an estimate of
amplitudes when color alone was attended (C�) was obtained by aver-
aging the two conjunction conditions in which color was attended and
orientation was either attended (C�O�) or unattended (C�O�). Esti-
mates for C�, O�, and O� were obtained correspondingly:

C� �
C�O� � C�O�

2
(1)

C� �
C�O� � C�O�

2
(2)

O� �
C�O� � C�O�

2
(3)

O� �
C�O� � C�O�

2
. (4)

If these equations were found to be empirically correct in accounting for
SSVEP amplitude modulations, this would validate the three assump-
tions that underlie their derivation: (1) the effects of attending to a fea-
ture are parallel (i.e., attending to a color affects stimulus processing
equally for all stimuli having that color, regardless of their orientation;
Andersen et al., 2008); (2) these effects are independent (i.e., the magni-
tude of the effect of attending to color does not depend upon concurrent
selection by orientation); and (3) the amplitudes of concurrently pre-
sented stimuli are subject to divisive normalization, such that any change
in the amplitude elicited by one stimulus will be counterbalanced by
changes in the amplitudes elicited by the other stimuli, and the result is
that the mean amplitude over all stimuli remains constant. For example,
an increase of the amplitude elicited by an attended stimulus will be
counterbalanced by an equal-sized reduction of the amplitude elicited by
a superimposed unattended stimulus.

The amplitude estimates for C�, C�, O�, and O� conditions de-
rived from the conjunction-selection conditions were compared with the
actual amplitudes measured in these single feature-selection conditions
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by a 2 � 2 � 2 repeated-measures ANOVA with the factors attention
(attended, unattended), feature dimension (color, orientation), and se-
lection type (conjunction, single feature).

Results
Behavioral data
Behavioral performance, as measured by hit rates, reaction times,
and false alarm rates, was consistently better for conjunction selec-
tion compared with single feature-selection conditions (Fig. 2). Hit
rates and reaction times to targets depended strongly upon target
type (hit rate: F(2,13) � 21.155, p � 10�5, � 2 � 61.9%; reaction
time: F(2,13) � 11.442, p � 0.0005, � 2 � 46.8%). Conjunction
targets were detected more readily than single feature targets
(C�O� vs C�: t(13) � 4.942, p � 0.0005; C�O� vs O�: t(13) �
5.700, p � 10�4) and elicited faster responses (C�O� vs C�:
t(13) � �2.863, p � 0.05; C�O� vs O�: t(13) � �5.381, p �
0.0005). Hit rates and reaction times did not differ between tar-
gets defined by color or orientation (C� vs O�: hit rate: t(13) �
1.000, p � 0.1; reaction time: t(13) � �1.624, p � 0.1).

False alarms depended strongly upon distractor type (F(4,13) �
11.070, p � 0.0005, � 2 � 46.0%). Conjunction distractors with
both the unattended color and orientation (C�O�) elicited
fewer false alarms than all other distractor types (all t(13) �
�4.608, all ps � 0.0005). False alarm rates to the other four
distractor types (C�O�, C�O�, O�, C�) did not differ signif-
icantly from each other (all �t(13)� � 1.887, all ps � 0.05).

Conjunction-selection SSVEPs
SSVEP amplitudes for the conjunction-selection conditions are
depicted in Figure 3B. As in our previous study (Andersen et al.,

2008), the highest SSVEP amplitudes were elicited when both the
color and orientation of a stimulus were attended (C�O�) while
the lowest amplitudes were elicited when neither the color nor
the orientation of a stimulus was attended (C�O�). Normalized
SSVEP amplitudes collapsed over frequencies (Fig. 3D) were en-
hanced both by attention to the color (F(1,14) � 84.342, p � 10�6,
� 2 � 76.5%) and to the orientation (F(1,14) � 33.520, p � 10�4,
� 2 � 5.5%) of a stimulus. The interaction of attention to color
and orientation approached but did not reach significance (F(1,14)

� 4.015, p � 0.0648, � 2 � 0.7%). Attention to color modulated
SSVEP amplitudes more strongly than attention to orientation
(C�O� vs C�O�: t(14) � 7.495, p � 10�5).

Single feature-selection SSVEPs
Attention to a single stimulus feature strongly enhanced SSVEP
amplitudes (F(1,14) � 54.586, p � 10�5, � 2 � 54.1%; Fig. 3C).
The overall magnitude of SSVEP amplitudes (attended plus un-
attended) did not depend on the feature dimension on which
selection was based (F(1,14) � 0.273, p � 0.1, � 2 � 0.1%). How-
ever, there was a strong interaction of attention � feature dimen-
sion (F(1,14) � 25.971, p � 0.0005, � 2 � 17.5%), as attention to
color modulated SSVEP amplitudes more strongly than attention
to orientation (Fig. 3D).

Direct comparison of feature-selection and conjunction-
selection SSVEPs
SSVEP amplitudes for the conjunction-selection conditions pre-
cisely predicted amplitudes for the single feature conditions (Fig.
3E), in line with Equations 1– 4. Specifically, the SSVEP ampli-

Figure 2. Behavioral results. Hit rates (A) and reaction times (B) to coherent motion targets in conjunction-selection (C�O�) and single feature-selection (C�, O�) conditions. C, False alarm
rates for coherent motion distractors in conjunction-selection (C�O�, C�O�, C�O�) and single feature-selection (O�, C�) conditions. Error bars represent within-subjects SEM (obtained by
subtracting each participant’s mean before the calculation of the SD).
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tude for C� (single feature selection) was virtually identical to
the average of the amplitudes for C�O� and C�O� (conjunc-
tion selection), the amplitude for C� was predicted by the aver-
age of the amplitudes for C�O� and C�O�, the amplitude for
O� was predicted by the average of the amplitudes for C�O�
and C�O�, and the amplitude for O� was predicted by the
average of the amplitudes for C�O� and C�O�. In line with
the foregoing separate analyses of the single feature-selection
and conjunction-selection conditions, SSVEP amplitudes
were larger for attended stimuli (F(1,14) � 81.301, p � 10 �6, � 2

� 57.9%). This effect was larger for color selection (C� �
C�) compared with orientation selection (O� � O�; inter-
action attention � feature dimension: F(1,14) � 46.170, p �
10 �5, � 2 � 19.1%). Importantly, the magnitude of SSVEP

attention effects did not depend on whether amplitudes were
measured in single trial selection conditions or derived from
averages of conjunction-selection conditions (interaction at-
tention � selection type: F(1,14) � 0.184, all ps � 0.1; interac-
tion attention � feature dimension � selection type: F(1,14) �
0.092, all ps � 0.1). The main effects of feature dimension and
selection type and the interaction feature dimension � selec-
tion type were also clearly nonsignificant (all F(1,14) � 0.3, all
ps � 0.1). Together the two nonsignificant main effects and
the three nonsignificant interactions accounted for �1% of
the total variance.

The foregoing analysis revealed that Equations 1– 4 yielded
very precise estimates for the single feature-selection amplitudes.
It directly follows from this that the sum of the single feature

Figure 3. A, Spline-interpolated isocontour voltage maps of SSVEP amplitudes averaged over all subjects and attentional conditions for each of the four frequencies. Electrodes used for the
analysis are indicated by the larger black dots. B, Grand-average amplitude spectrum obtained by Fourier transformation zero padded to 16,384 points for conjunction and single feature-selection
conditions (C). Amplitudes at all four frequencies are larger when one or both of the features defining the driving stimulus are attended. D, Normalized SSVEP amplitudes collapsed across frequencies
for conjunction (C�O�, C�O�, C-O�, C�O�) and single feature selection (C�, C�, O�, O�). E, Direct comparison of normalized SSVEP amplitudes for conjunction and single feature
selections. Amplitudes for C�, C�, O�, and O� for conjunction selection were derived by averaging amplitudes from C�O� and C�O�, C�O� and C�O�, C�O� and C�O� and
C�O� and C�O�, respectively (see Eqs. 1– 4). Error bars represent SEM.
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attention effects equals the overall attentional enhancement
when attending to the conjunction of both features:

�C� � C�	 � �O� � O�	 �
C�O� � C�O�

2

�
C�O� � C�O�

2

�
C�O� � C�O�

2

�
C�O� � C�O�

2

� C�O� � C�O�. (5)

The observed mean attention effects on SSVEP amplitudes (in
normalized values 
 SEM) were 0.357 (
0.048) for color (C� �
C�), 0.098 (
0.030) for orientation (O� � O�), and 0.473
(
0.051) for conjunction selection (C�O� � C�O�). Using
these values to directly test Equation 5, there was no significant
difference between the sum of the two single feature attention
effects and the overall effect of attention to the conjunction (t(14)

� 0.404, p � 0.1). Thus, the modulation of SSVEP amplitudes
produced during attention to a feature conjunction can be exactly
predicted by summing the individual effects of attention to the
constituent features.

Discussion
In the present study attentional selections of features and feature
conjunctions were directly contrasted. Both behavioral and elec-
trophysiological results consistently supported the hypothesis
that sustained attentional selection of feature conjunctions is
achieved by parallel and independent selection of the constituent
features. Hit rates for feature-conjunction targets (C�O�) were
higher and reaction times were faster than for single feature tar-
gets (C� or O�). Moreover, the lowest false alarm rates were
observed for distractors sharing neither of the attended features
(C�O�) in conjunction selection trials. These results support
the view that attended conjunctions receive a “double dose” of
facilitation by combining the attentional effects of both defining
features (Andersen et al., 2008). This conclusion is fully sup-
ported by the electrophysiological results. The magnitude of en-
hancement of processing attended conjunctions in visual cortex,
as assessed by SSVEP amplitudes, was exactly the sum of the
magnitudes of enhancement when attending to the single con-
stituent features.

The parallel enhancement of the individual features during
the conjunction-selection conditions was evident in the equal
enhancement of stimulus processing for C�O� and C�O�
stimuli by attention to color and for C�O� and C�O� stimuli
by attention to orientation. This parallel enhancement is fully
consistent with the feature-similarity gain model (Treue and
Martínez-Trujillo, 1999) and constitutes a nonspatial equivalent
to the spatially “global” effect of feature attention. In the present
experiment the global effect is manifested as an enhanced pro-
cessing of the attended feature of a conjunction stimulus,
whether or not it is coupled with the attended or unattended
value of the other feature.

Importantly, no cost was incurred when attentional selection
had to concurrently operate on two feature dimensions as op-
posed to only one. That is, the magnitude of enhancement of the

attended color remained the same, regardless of whether or not
selection for orientation was also required. Correspondingly, the
magnitude of enhancement of the attended orientation did not
depend upon the need to select by color. This finding suggests
that attentional selection of individual features within different
feature dimensions is entirely independent: there seems to be no
shared resource of limited capacity for top-down attentional
modulation of different dimensions. This seemingly conflicts
with the “dimension-weighting account” of visual search, which
proposes that attentional weights are shifted between feature di-
mensions when the target-defining dimension changes in con-
secutive trials (Müller et al., 1995; Found and Müller, 1996;
Töllner et al., 2008). To reconcile our findings with this account,
one would have to assume independence of attentional weights
for different dimensions. “Weight shifting” would then corre-
spond to independently increasing the attentional weight of one
dimension while reducing the weight of another, rather than re-
allocating the same attentional weight between both dimensions.

Resource limitations of visual processing were apparent, how-
ever, in the absence of any overall main effects of selection type or
attended feature and any interactions between these two factors
in the three-way ANOVA comparing single feature and conjunc-
tion selection. That is, the normalized amplitude summed over
all four stimuli was constant regardless of whether participants’
attention was based on color, orientation, or the conjunction of
these two features. This implies that enhanced processing of
attended stimuli was exactly counterbalanced by reduced pro-
cessing of unattended stimuli. This observation is in accord with
models suggesting competitive interactions (Desimone and
Duncan, 1995) or divisive normalization (Bundesen et al., 2005;
Lee and Maunsell, 2009; Reynolds and Heeger, 2009) among spa-
tially proximate stimuli.

Attention to color in the present experiment modulated
SSVEP amplitudes more strongly than attention to orientation
(Andersen et al., 2008) and has previously been found to modu-
late SSVEPs as strongly as spatial attention (Andersen et al.,
2011a). Consistent with these electrophysiological findings,
faster response times to color-defined targets than to orientation-
defined targets have been found in visual search (Found and
Müller, 1996). Although a direct comparison of the effectiveness
of different feature dimensions for attentional selection would
require a parametric manipulation of feature differences
(Martinez-Trujillo and Treue, 2004), these findings do suggest
that color may be a highly efficient feature for attentional selec-
tion. Our results thus are in accord with a mechanism of inde-
pendent selections of the more effective color and the less
effective orientation cues.

Alternative explanations of our SSVEP results that assume
that (1) attentional selection was based on flicker frequencies, (2)
attentional modulations were affected by interference from tar-
gets or distractors, or (3) attention was switched between con-
junction stimuli rather than deployed to color and orientation in
parallel can be ruled out for the following reasons. (1) The idea
that flicker frequencies affected attentional selection is inconsis-
tent with the patterns of results in previous studies (Andersen et
al., 2008, 2011a, 2013). Most convincingly, behavioral control
conditions in previous experiments (Müller et al., 2006; Störmer
et al., 2013) have demonstrated that attentional selection is unaf-
fected by whether the flicker frequencies of attended and unat-
tended stimuli are the same or different. (2) Although single
feature-selection trials contained on average twice as many tar-
gets as conjunction-selection conditions (and correspondingly
fewer distractors), this difference cannot have directly affected
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our SSVEP amplitudes because epochs with targets or distractors
were excluded from the SSVEP analysis. (3) Finally, the idea that
attentional modulation on conjunction selection trials was from
serial switching of attention between color and orientation rather
than to the sustained parallel enhancement of both features was
disproved by a single-trials analysis in a previous study (Andersen
et al., 2008).

Behavioral performance, as measured by hit rates, reaction
times, and false alarm rates was consistently better for conjun-
ction-selection compared with single feature-selection condi-
tions in the present experiment. This difference is compatible
with the observed “dual dose” of facilitation received in conjunc-
tion selection, but may also be in part attributable to the require-
ment for attending to half of the display items during single
feature selection (while detecting targets that could affect either
half of those stimuli) as opposed to attending to only a quarter of
the items during conjunction selection (while detecting targets
that affected only those items). In comparison, visual search for
targets defined by feature conjunctions has generally been found
to be less efficient than search for targets defined by a single
feature (Treisman and Gelade, 1980; Wolfe et al., 1989; Painter et
al., 2014). However, in visual search tasks the comparison be-
tween single feature and conjunction search conditions is con-
founded because both the task and the physical display differ
between these conditions. This is not the case in the present ex-
periment, which used identical displays for single feature and
conjunction selection and only varied the task instructions. The
parallel and independent facilitation of different feature dimen-
sions in early visual areas observed here and in our previous study
(Andersen et al., 2008) allow conjunction stimuli to stand out by
receiving a dual dose of facilitation, thus providing direct neuro-
physiological evidence for the mechanism proposed to underlie
efficient conjunction search (Wolfe et al., 1989; Wolfe, 1994).

Our main finding—that attentional effects on SSVEP ampli-
tudes in conjunction-selection conditions were precisely equal to
the sum of the attention effects observed in single-feature selec-
tion—is not readily interpretable in terms of Load Theory (Lavie,
2005), which proposes that increasing “perceptual load” de-
creases the amount of resources available to process distractor
stimuli. Perceptual load has commonly been manipulated by
comparing feature (low-load) versus conjunction (high-load) se-
lection conditions (Lavie, 2005; Schwartz et al., 2005). The pres-
ent findings advise caution in interpreting results obtained using
this particular manipulation. Consistent with an interpretation
of our conjunction-selection conditions as a “high-load” condi-
tion, distractor stimuli sharing none of the attended features
(C�O�) in conjunction-selection conditions elicited fewer false
alarms and lower SSVEP amplitudes than distractor stimuli in
single feature-selection (low-load) conditions (Figs. 2C, 3C).
However, such an interpretation of the present findings in terms
of perceptual load is untenable because hit rates were higher and
reaction times were faster in conjunction-selection conditions
compared with single feature-selection conditions. This is the
opposite of what would be expected of a high-load condition.
Alternatively, if one interprets our conjunction selection condi-
tions as low-load conditions because of their superior behavioral
performance, the results are still incompatible with Load Theory;
in this latter case, the maximal attentional modulation in low-
load conditions (C�O� vs C�O�) exceeded the maximal at-
tentional modulation in high-load conditions (C� vs C�),
which again is the opposite of what one would expect according
to Load Theory (Lavie, 2005). Instead, our findings can be fully
explained in terms of parallel and independent attentional selec-

tion of two feature dimensions rather than a difference in “per-
ceptual load.”

In summary, the present results provide evidence that volun-
tary attentional selection of feature conjunctions is achieved by
parallel and independent selection of the constituent features.
That is, attentional selection of a particular feature does not ap-
pear to be influenced by the need to concurrently select another
feature of a different dimension. Thus, under the conditions of
this study there was no cost for the concurrent operation of mul-
tiple stimulus selection mechanisms.
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